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letter from the 

We were encouraged to tell 
personal stories that didn’t 
include mask mandates, social 

distancing, or vaccination FAQs. What fresh 
and illuminating stories did we want to tell 
for SCOOP 2021? 

We decided, as a class, to write articles and 
essays that highlight our own experiences. 
We are brave enough to speak up—because 
only we can tell our personal stories with 
depth and distinction. These are our stories. 
Others of us were struck with inspiration 
by problems we see in our East Tennessee 
communities, and the authors hope to speak 
for those who cannot speak for themselves.

Our Issues Issue is all about advocacy. We 

Editor-in-Chief
want to shine bright lights on subjects that 
sometimes take a back seat to the leading 
headlines. In a time when so many voices 
are so often silenced—and truth isn’t 
always apparent—we speak up in 

SCOOP 2021.
 

   Kailynn Johnson
   Editor-in-Chief
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stories from the 
bathroom floor

How I Learned to Manage Panic Disorder

By Ainsley Kelso

Illustration by M
ichelle Brow

n

[Trigger Warning: This story includes graphic description of panic attacks and anxiety disorders.]

Personal Essay

M       y body jolts up at 3 a.m. to a pitch-
black bedroom with not a threat in 
sight. Immediately, the trembling starts. 

My body begins to shake gently with prickly goose-
bumps covering my arms as the realization hits me. 
This is not a new experience for me, but it never 
becomes easier. A pit of dread opens in my stomach 
as the nausea sets in and my thoughts immediately 
go to the horrors that await me.

I am no stranger to panic attacks. In fact, I 
have experienced panic attacks in some form for 

almost all of my life. One of my earliest memo-
ries of a panic attack happened on a family trip 
to the Happiest Place on Earth. Most kids would 
not find themselves miserable and sleepless at 
Disney World, but I was never someone who was 
described as being “like most kids.”

I think I could outline my life using my panic 
attacks as the markers for all the most influential 
events. Every family vacation has been highlight-
ed by a late-night panic attack. Sleepovers with 
my best friends would often end with a call to one 
of my parents in the middle of the night to take 
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Panic attacks 
can be triggered 
by many things, 
and triggers 
often differ from 
person to person.

me home. I was lucky enough to experience an ex-
treme rush of adrenaline—a panic attack—during 
my four high school proms. All of my memories 
from my time abroad in Sydney, Australia, are 
tainted in some way with the stench of panic and 
the desire to make the 20-hour flight home just to 
make it stop. Panic attacks and I know each other 
well.

According to the National Institute of Health, 
“Panic attacks are characterized by a fear of       
disaster or of losing control even when there is 
no real danger.” These attacks often include a 
physical reaction that some people describe as 
feeling like a heart attack. This experience tran-
sitions from frequent panic attacks to panic dis-
order when it is accompanied by the fear of situ-
ations where someone might have a panic attack 
or intense dread associated with it. Personally, I 
knew that my panic attacks were becoming more 
a problem when they became more frequent, were 
interrupting more and more of my life, and led to 
my avoiding situations where I thought I might 
have an attack. 

Without blinking, I find myself lying cold and 
shivering on the plush but still wet bathmat in front 
of my toilet wishing for my suffering to end. The 
trembling has become violent, as if my entire room 
is shaking and swaying. The chills swiftly turn into 
a hot flash as sweat begins to run down my pale, 
twisted face. I find myself sick once…twice…three 
times over the course of an hour. After two hours of 
torture, I am exhausted, unable to move from the 
floor of the bathroom. I reach for a towel to use as a 
blanket and pass out on the floor. If anyone were to 
walk in, they would think I was dead. 

I’ve always known I was dealing with something 
out of the ordinary, but I couldn’t pinpoint the 
diagnosis until I was much older. I’ve always been 
a homebody, and at first my family and I chalked 
up my symptoms to a physical manifestation of 
homesickness. We even thought at one point that 
pizza was the culprit, as I found myself sick many 
nights after I consumed the greasy, cheesy good-
ness at sleepovers and on vacations. 

Of course, my desire to be at home and the 

deliciousness of pizza were not the culprits of my 
endless sickness. Panic attacks can be triggered by 
many things, and triggers often differ from person 
to person. Many students experience their first 
panic attack during their years in college due to 
the immense pressure and stress they experience. 
Students’ attacks could be triggered by an over-
whelming amount of homework, financial wor-
ries, or the stress and lack of sleep that accom-
panies midterm 
and final exams. 
Over time, I have 
discovered that 
my triggers tend 
to revolve around 
changes and a loss 
of control—and 
that does include 
traveling, experi-
encing time chang-
es, and sleeping in 
a different bed. 

A “panic attack” is not to be confused with an 
“anxiety attack.” Anxiety attacks are not recog-
nized in the bible of psychology, Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). 
Intense symptoms of anxiety can culminate in 
a panic attack, but the act of feeling extremely 
anxious is not the same as having a panic attack. 
Many people will often use the phrase “anxiety 
attack” to describe what is actually a panic attack, 
or they may use the phrase to describe the sudden 
hit of anxiety symptoms they feel. Perhaps the 
best differentiation: Many people end up going 
to the emergency room when they are going 
through a panic attack because they think they 
are actually having a heart attack or even dying—
and though nobody is actually dying while having 
a panic attack, one can sure feel like he or she 
is dying.  

After experiencing a debilitating first few weeks 
living on campus during my freshman year at the 
University of Tennessee, I reached out in despera-
tion to the Student Counseling Center. This began 
the first of many years of therapy to deal with 
some of the underlying issues that can exacerbate 
anxiety disorders. I also sought out counseling 
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I know there are 
many who still 
suffer silently 
and are unable 
to reach the 
help they need. 
I see you, and I 
hear you.

off-campus and have continued to manage the 
medication I take to help me function on a day-
to-day basis; I learned quickly after one miserable 
weekend when I forgot to pick up my prescription 
that withdrawal symptoms are the worst.

Over time, I think my friends just dismissed 
my experiences as “Ainsley being Ainsley” when 
being me sometimes felt impossible and anxiety 
came knocking. Most people closest to me now 
understand “Ainsley being Ainsley,” but I am still 
sometimes embarrassed and ashamed when I am 
overwhelmed by a panic attack. 

While some of the most fulfilling things in life 
become an extra ordeal with me around, I have 
also not given up completely (despite wanting to 
give up many, many times). Some call me fool-
ish, but I managed to spend four months abroad. 
I received wild looks from friends, advisers, and 
therapists when I explained to them my situation. 
“Why are you still here?” my therapist asked me 
while in Australia. I can’t explain exactly why I 
stayed and why I continue to this day to put my-
self in triggering situations knowing that I might 
panic. I chalk it up to my innate stubbornness, 
but others say I am resilient. I don’t want panic 
attacks to stop me from doing anything, even 
though sometimes an attack knocks me down. 

The worst has passed, but the dreaded side effects 
are still to come. I won’t feel like myself for at least 
two days, maybe three if the fear plagues my mind. 
My cruel imagination reminds me that it will hap-
pen again. Every time my adrenaline spikes and my 
body turns against me, I’ll awake in a pitch-black 
room and find myself hours later on the cold, damp 
bathroom floor.

I wish I could say that everything is better once 
the rush of adrenaline slows and I finally pick 
myself up and return to bed—but that would be 
a lie. The aftereffects of a panic attack can be 
just as difficult to bounce back from as the attack 
itself. I often deal with nocturnal panic, and I am 
left with sleepless nights that turn into days of 
recovery naps, missed classes and events, loss of 
appetite, headaches, and all-over weakness. I find 
myself worrying more during a panic attack about 

how it will affect my ability to go to class because 
I had no energy from being awake all night in 
a state of disarray. “Dear professor, I am sick.” 
Sometimes it’s just simpler to take a sick day after 
an intense night on the bathroom floor than to go 
into the details of your mental illness at 8 a.m. 

I acknowledge the 
privilege I have expe-
rienced on my jour-
ney to finding the 
answers I need. I am 
privileged to have 
family and friends 
who are willing to 
learn and grow with 
me. I am privileged 
to have access to 
mental health re-
sources, medication, 
and providers who 
look like me. I am 
privileged to be able to tell co-workers or teachers 
that I need to take a day off for health reasons 
and not worry whether I will be able to pay for 
housing or food. Though I have suffered at times, 
I know there are many who still suffer silently and 
are unable to reach the help they need. I see you, 
and I hear you. 

I hope my story can serve as even the smallest 
bit of inspiration for people to finally consider go-
ing to therapy, not be ashamed to take medication, 
or to consider a career in the mental health field 
to help those many underserved populations. I am 
not always okay, but I come back stronger each 
time I survive a panic attack—and so will you.

If you or someone you know is 
experiencing anxiety or panic attacks, 

please reach out to the National 
Alliance on Mental Illness by calling 

800-950-6264, or text HOME to 
741-741 to reach the Crisis Text Line. 
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A Black Woman’s Experience at 
the University of Tennessee

By Kailynn Johnson

Illustration by M
ichelle Brow

n
Personal Essay

I love reality TV. “Reality” series are aspira-
tional: We see worlds into which we wish we 
could be admitted, and the producers help us 

uncover the mystique of what makes these worlds 
so exclusive. 

The Real Housewives of Atlanta is my favorite 
reality TV show. RHOA follows influential Black 
women in Atlanta as they deal with the drama 
of, well, being women. I applaud the show for 
representing Black women living in luxury 
unapologetically, making our dreams of being 
Hilary Banks (a character on the 1990s sitcom 
The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air) a little more realistic.

I also love the iconic comebacks on RHOA—
particularly those from NeNe Leakes, who is 
known for her snappy, sometimes problematic, 
and often hilarious reads. Many of her quotes will 
go down in Bravo history, but there is one that 
has transcended time long after its debut: 

“Whew chile the ghetto.”
Leakes’ quote blew up on Instagram and 

Twitter a few years ago and is now a popular GIF. 
The phrase is usually used to describe situations 
that are dramatically uncouth. The word “ghetto” 
has long had a negative connotation when used 
to describe places or social situations; the 
word has also been used to describe socially 
unacceptable behavior by Black women, as in: 
“She is so ghetto.” 

I like to think that Leakes’ use of the word 
“ghetto” is an example of a powerful Black 
woman reclaiming a harmful word.

What is life without great pop culture 
references? I am disquieted, however, after 
hearing my fellow students at the University of 

Tennessee use the phrase without fully 
understanding the meaning. 

I was riding the subway in New York City on a 
school trip when one of the white students looked 
me in the eyes and said, “Whew chile the ghetto,” 
and chuckled, because, of course, public 
transportation is such a “ghetto” thing.

I was faced, in this moment, with a decision 
many Black women face every day: Do I educate 
my white friend about how using the word 
“ghetto” is hurtful? Or do I laugh and remain 
quiet?

I did not want to be known as the angry and 
aggressive Black woman—and so I said nothing. 
Was this an isolated incident? No. Over the past 
four years, I’ve been on the receiving end of many 
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careless microaggressions, all because of the color 
of my skin. 

I’ve been greeted with “Yass KJ” and “Okay 
Black girl magic!”—and sometimes I laughed. 
Not all of my experiences, however, make for 
good reality TV—or the best college experience.

My view of college was shaped primarily by my 
parents, who met and fell in love at their 
alma mater, Rust College, a historically black col-
lege in Holly Springs, Mississippi. I was the first 
in my family to attend a predominantly white
institution, but I loved their stories of “belonging.”

I am both of and not of UT. I belong—but I 
don’t belong.

I am a UT Orientation Leader (an OL). I love 
walking first-year students up the hill with the 
sound of Rocky Top in their ears. 

OLs, with our orange polos and khaki shorts, 
look like members of the McKinley High School 
Glee Club. I remember we were told we were “a 
diverse bunch” during our orientation—and, sure 
enough, everyone did have a unique identity. We 
came from different backgrounds, and we were 
soon engaged in deep and difficult discussions, 
including one where we discussed white privilege. 

A few students were silent. A few told me they 
were sorry for not recognizing their privilege. 

A few students aired their grievances to their 
friends.

“Someone here feels like they’re being  
targeted.”

My new white friends felt targeted because 
they were realizing they were privileged? Huh?

“KJ (that’s my nickname—because it’s some-
times tough to distinguish between Kailynn and 
Kaitlyn), you’re not going to like this, but I have 
something to say.”

I encouraged my new friend to speak up. 
“Black people were not the only people who were 
slaves.”

I don’t know what compelled him to say this to 
me. Was it because I wore Full House shirts and I 
loved Britney Spears? Did this signify that I was 
the “cool and understanding Black girl” and not 
“angry and mean,” as I heard them describe one 
of the other black OLs?

I remained quiet and lingered in an 
awkward silence.

Fast forward to the summer I served as an OL. 
I was so ready to make an impact on the lives of 
new students, and I hoped to use my experiences 
to inspire incoming freshmen as they embarked 
on their Volunteer journey.

There weren’t many Black OLs. We were often 
divided up between parent and student groups—
and the Black OLs always tried to look out for 
one another.  

Parents were always interesting to work with 
because they saw us as rock stars. They thought 
college students were the coolest people in the 
world, and they were always interested to 
discover more about our backgrounds and what 
made us tick.

One night, I was paired with a fellow team 
member from Ghana. He was one of the smartest 
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people I knew, and he was super popular with any 
crowd he encountered at work.

We were encouraged to sit and mingle with 
parents, rather than hiding in corners snacking on 
appetizers. I was sitting with a mother and father, 
and my Ghanaian friend sat with me. I told them 
about my battle with homesickness, and my friend 
talked about his strenuous major. Then the 
conversation turned to our hometowns.

I explained that I was from Southaven, “20 
minutes from Memphis,” I added for proximity 
purposes. My friend explained that he was from 
Ghana. The father’s eyes widened. 

“I’m sure this food is much nicer than eating 
frogs and mosquitos, huh?” he said with a loud 
laugh as he motioned to his plate of microwaved 
fried mushrooms and cold spinach dip.

I think what hurt the most about this 
experience was my friend’s laugh. My friend was 
nervous; he didn’t think the father was funny—
but again, I said nothing, and just walked away. 
The father saw nothing wrong with his joke, and I 
wanted to retain my sanity and peace of mind.

My anecdotes about what I face as a Black 
person in America do not start at UT; I have 
battle wounds dating back to the days of Silly 
Bands, Lunchables, and McDonald’s birthday 
parties. I was enrolled in a Catholic school when 
I turned 4 years old, and had a snaggle-toothed 
grin as big as the plaid hairbow I wore in my 
plaits. For seven years I was singled out. Was this 

because I wasn’t Catholic? Or because I wore a 
swim cap to every pool party to protect my hair?

The pain from being knocked down several 
pegs by my white classmates, whose last names 
matched several donor bricks in the school 
rotunda, lives in me today—but my elementary 
school horrors helped to shape me. I knew that 
if I could survive being an outcast for a majority 
of my adolescence, I could take on a school of 
20,000 students.

My experiences at UT do not make for a fancy 
pamphlet. I would love to say that I speak up now, 
but it’s never easy. Instead, I’ve used all the slights 
as motivation to pursue my dream job. I am a 
journalist. I tell the stories of others who cannot 
speak for themselves. I found my voice in my writ-
ing. I realized that my bravery would not have 
been marked had I responded to the slights 
I received instead of my using an ability to be 
real with myself and others about what 
I’ve encountered.

I longed to paint the perfect collegiate 
experience for my high school friends through my 
Instagram. I posted carefully curated and edited 
photos that showed my meeting with the edi-
tor-in-chief of Teen Vogue, and announcing that I 
had joined UT’s first Black sorority. After a while, 
however, this grew tiring. I learned that I also 
needed to show the ugly parts of my college expe-
rience—and so I tell those stories through 
my writing.
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Center also has classrooms in the entrepreneur’s 
center that are available for community organi-
zations and other businesses to rent out, hold 
meetings or training, or work with young people 
on likability, resume building, and job skills. They 
can also hold events such as birthday parties and 
concerts. Renting a room, having a party, or put-
ting on events are some of the ways to help fund 
the Center.

The Center has been receiving more media 
attention lately. At two recent community meet-

ings, and in working with other organizations, 
the Change Center wanted feedback from 

the East Knoxville community regarding 
the increase in gun violence. “The thing 
is these are the organizations that have 
been doing the work,” says Chandler. 
“Unfortunately, this is not new for us. 
This is not the first time. People are just 

now paying attention.” 

After graduating from Austin-East in 
1992, Chandler received her associates’ 

degree from Pellissippi State Community College 
and her bachelor’s from Clark Atlanta University, 
both in psychology. After receiving her master’s 
of science in social work from UT in 1998, she 
worked in a variety of settings that prepared 
her well for the challenge of the Change Center. 
Chandler was a community counselor for Wesley 
House Community Center (working with un-
der-resourced families from Mechanicsville, Lons-
dale, and Beaumont) and a counselor for at-risk 
families at Youth Villages. She taught Culturally 
Relevant Practice With Diverse Populations and 
Evidence-Based Policy & Practice With Children 
and Adolescents at UT’s College of Social Work. 
She was a college-readiness and etiquette-enrich-
ment coordinator at Fulton High School, and a 
student-and-family-support coach and campus 

Working for a Safer Community
Nicole Chandler sees the Change Center as an antidote to gun violence

By Ricki Collins Profile

A s a graduate of Austin-East Magnet High 
School, Nicole Chandler feels a special 
connection to the events happening in 

her own backyard. For the past six years, she has 
served as executive director of the Change Center, 
which she helped found in 2015 with the Knox-
ville mayor, police chief, and a coalition of com-
munity members, as a way to help young men in 
the East Knoxville community avoid becoming 
victims of gun violence. 

Losing young African-American men to gun 
violence was an epidemic when Chandler first 
conceived the idea of the Change Center 
and, tragically, continues to be so, as 
five Austin-East students lost their lives 
to gun violence within the first four 
months of 2021. Gun violence is a 
scourge across the United States, but 
East Knoxville has been in the nation-
al headlines recently.

“We’ve lost five young people,” says 
Chandler. “There have been so many 
more prior to this. So many families are 
affected. Part of the work of the Change Cen-
ter is to provide a safe space during non-school, 
non-traditional hours with a positive outlet to 
help kids remain active where they have fewer 
opportunities to engage in risky behaviors that 
can lead to life-altering and sometimes life-ending 
incidences. Our work is to collaborate with other 
youth-serving organizations that have already 
been doing the work.”

At the Change Center, all are welcome to en-
gage in activities that create a city space where 
teens are “valued, safe, and their hope is nurtured 
by providing recreation leadership development 
and job offers,” says Chandler. The space consists 
of a skating rink, basketball court, concessions, 
video games, and rock-climbing wall. The Change 
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The Change Center is located in Knoxville at 
203 Harriet Tubman Street.

For more information, 
go to changecenterknoxville.com, 

email info@changecenterknoxville.com, or 
call 865-951-1597.

manager for Project GRAD (a national education 
program known for improving college attendance 
rates among students).

Chandler earned her PhD in education with a 
focus on organizational leadership from Grand 
Canyon University in 2019—but she grew up 
in Knoxville and was inspired to return to help 
enrich her community. “There’s still much work 
to do, but there have been improvements since I 
ran around,” says Chandler. “I grew up going after 
school to the YWCA and a couple of others. It’s 
important that these organizations continue to do 
the work.”

The Change Center began as an idea in 2015 
among members of the community, Cities United 
(a national network of mayors who are commit-
ted to reducing the epidemic of homicides and 
shootings among young Black men), Knoxville’s 
then-Mayor Madeline Rogero, then-Police Chief 
David Rausch (now the head of the Tennessee 
Bureau of Investigation), and Chandler. In the 
beginning, the Center was funded by a grant from 
the state and various donors. The doors opened in 
December 2018. 

“In our first year of operation,” says Chandler, 
“we served over 31,000 people, including 4,326 
teenagers on Saturdays.” Then the Change Cen-
ter, like the rest of the world, was shut down in 
March of 2020 with the rise in COVID-19 cases 
in the United States. “With the pandemic closing 
us down, we learned that in the year we were 
able to be productive what we thought was true: 
During the year we were open, we saw a decrease 
in crime-related activity by 72 percent. The sta-
tistic was provided by the KPD crime analysis 
department. This tells us that having space for 
young people to play, for them to be able to hang 
out with their friends, and for them to be able to 
work and make money—those things matter.”

The Center reopened briefly in July but closed 
again soon after another spike in cases. Unfor-

tunately, the Center had to let go nearly all of 
its staff. Within the only year of operation, the 
Change Center employed 47 teens. They ran the 
entire facility supervising basketball, roller skat-
ing, hockey, and rock climbing. The teens also 
served as greeters, prepared food in the cafe, 
managed skate rentals, and helped monitor be-
haviors. “They are our eyes and ears,” says Chan-
dler. “Kids can talk to them and say ‘Hey, this is 
going on at school,’ or ‘So-and-so has been suspi-
cious,’ and they’re there to ensure everyone has a 
safe and positive environment.”

Chandler is eager to re-open the Center. “We 
are ready to have this place filled up again,” she 
says. “We just want to keep growing with the 
needs of the community and keep providing a safe 
space. We’ll continue with collaborative work with 
the community, so that, as a community, we can 
grow, thrive, and become healthier. It’s going to 
take all of us. No one entity has all the solutions 
and resources for this capacity.”

The current administrations of Mayor Indya 
Kincannon and Police Chief Eve Thomas are also 
working on ways to work better together, says 
Chandler: “I think they’re learning. They are 
trying now to knit with organizations so that they 
can be more engaged with what they can do and 
how they need to be involved outside of just pro-
viding additional police or patrol. That can’t be 
the only way. They have to do something differ-
ent and trying to engage those organizations that 
continue to do the work is how they can support 
that.” 

There is hope, with schools and centers for 
youth re-opening, and concerts and events begin-
ning again, that there will be a return to normalcy 
as well as a desire to live better together. 

“We want members of the community to know 
that we are here to continue to wrap our arms 
around them,” says Chandler, “and we’re grateful 
for and look forward to continued support.” 



The Victory Lap

Late Summer 2016: I am in a Subaru Out-
back loaded down with a lava lamp, a clas-
sic-rock playlist, and a full tank of gas. I 

wave Sevierville, Tennessee, my hometown, good-
bye with no expectations of returning. I am about 
to experience the best four years of my life—and 
no one is going to stop me. I am off to find myself. 

The tricky thing about life is that we have 
no guarantees that we can stick to our personal 
checklist. I always had a plan: Graduate college, 
find a career, get married, and have children. I did 
not know, however, how quickly my life would un-
ravel—and not go according to my plan. I laugh 
now, when I look back on a journal entry titled 
“Life Goals.” I think I may have jinxed myself.

I was a sophomore in college, on February 28, 
2018, when I took a pregnancy test. I did not ex-
pect a bright pink line. I was 19, came from a lov-
ing, upper-middle-class family—and what about 
my plan? This wasn’t supposed to happen to me! 

Tears were rolling down my face. I had no 
words. I looked at my boyfriend, Grant, for reas-

A c c e p t i n g  t h e  U n e x p e c t e d

By Jacquelin Noelle King

Personal Essay

surance. Grant and I met in high school and start-
ed dating in 2015. Throughout our years together, 
Grant has always been the go-getter. He is the 
epitome of a hard worker and a positive thinker. I 
have always been the worrier, the pessimist. Now 
I was positive that my life, as I knew it, was over, 
and everything I had worked for would never 
happen. Grant, however, had no doubts that life 
was going to continue and this was all a part of 
the greater plan. We were going to be okay—even 
though we knew our lives would change forever.

We spent the next three months secretly pre-
paring for parenthood. Grant started looking for 
houses and I continued studying; I wanted to at 
least receive an associate’s degree from Walters 
State Community College before telling anyone 
that I was pregnant. Grant and I wanted to prove 
to our parents that we were ready before we 
broke the news that we were expecting our first 
child. As my pregnancy progressed, however, I 
knew I had to see a doctor. I spent weeks calling 
local pregnancy resource centers, where I knew 
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my pregnancy would stay confidential. I was  
terrified that my parents would receive a letter 
in the mail, with the results of my test, if I went 
to my primary physician. I found a clinic and 
received check-ups—but I had to see my primary 
physician toward the end of my first trimester. I 
wasn’t ready, but I knew the time had come to 
share our news.

Grant and I decided to tell his family first. I 
was embarrassed and afraid that this news might 
change the way they felt about me. My fears were 

unfounded, however, and Grant’s mom even  
texted me the next day, congratulating me and 
emphasizing her love and support for us. While 
that support made me feel less worried, I still 
dreaded the reaction I would get from my family. I 
waited a week after telling Grant’s family before I 
gained enough courage to tell my family.

I decided to tell my mom first. I was home 
alone with my mom, and I kept trying to bring 
up the topic—but I couldn’t do it in person. I had 
a final exam that day and I thought I should first 
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take the exam. Afterward, I called my mom to let 
her know the exam went well. The conversation 
was going well—and it was time to lift the weight 
off my shoulders. My voice started to tremble as 
I told her I had some news. She assured me that 
she would love me no matter what—and I told 
her I was in the second trimester of my pregnan-
cy. I was prepared for the worst, but my mom 
said she already knew. My mother’s intuition was 
strong after I had spent my days sleeping at home 
instead of going out with my friends.

My mom told me that I could tell my dad, but 
he knew by the time I returned home, because my 
mom couldn’t wait for me to get home. I walked 
through the front door, hung my head low, went 
upstairs, and sat in my bedroom and cried. I 
heard a knock on my door, and my dad sat down 
with me. “Noelle,” he said, “you have no reason 
to be embarrassed. You have a whole life ahead 
of you and I know you will make the best mom. 
It will be hard—but you have our support.” I gave 
my dad a hug and began to prepare for my next 
step: finishing school. 

I was enrolled at Walters State, but I still want-
ed to go for my bachelor’s degree—and I knew I 
would never go back if I gave up school complete-
ly. I took 21 hours during one semester at Walters 
State, and I received my associate’s degree in the 
mail. As the months passed, and my pregnancy 
was coming to an end, I decided to apply to the 

University of Tennessee. I had no expectations of 
being accepted—but I got in!

On October 18, 2019, all our tears and hard 
work paid off. I watched our worlds collide as we 
held our daughter, Sawyer. Since then, the days 
have been long and the nights even longer. Ad-
justing to parenthood as a teenager was tough. 
I learned something new every day—like how 
important it is to pack a diaper bag before taking 
a newborn anywhere, because a tube of lip gloss 
and some cash will not help a messy baby. We 
planned each day around a sleep schedule.

The last two years haven’t been easy, but these 
have been the best years of my life. I’ve loved 
watching Grant grow as a dad, Sawyer grow into 
a toddler—and I am now a chef!! It took only a 
small amount of constructive criticism before I 
realized spaghetti should always include meat. 

I try to hold back tears writing about my 
younger self and the last two years. I can finally 
see the light at the end of the tunnel—and I was 
so happy there were two extra hands to clap for 
me when I crossed the graduation stage in May 
2021. Were the last two years tough? Absolutely. 
Were there moments when I wanted to give up? 
Of course. Was any of this impossible? Nothing is 
impossible, even if everything didn’t go according 
to my teenage plan. 
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Here’s the Beef
By Ashley Draper

COVID-19 and 
Tennessee Cattle Farmers

S o much has changed over 
the last year and a half, 
but we often take comfort 

in knowing what has remained 
the same—such as the efforts 
of hundreds of family farms 
scattered across East Tennessee. 
When the coronavirus pan-
demic erupted in the spring of 
2020, many people feared the 
worst. Farmers, of course, are 
accustomed to facing the Great 
Unknown—from dealing with 
government mandates and reg-
ulations to constant changes in 
the market—and we might think 
that the pandemic would be the 
final straw for many. Several 
family farms in East Tennessee, 
however, have proven that some-
times hard times can lead to 
increased growth and success. 

Featured Farms

Gray Family Farm
graydd5224@gmail.com 

865-805-9797

4 Corners Ranch 
4cornersranch.com 

865-403-2870

Thousand Hills Family Farm 
Thousandhillsfamilyfarm.com

423-380-8030

Six Stone Jars Farm
Sixstonejarsfarm.com

423-300-2889

Profiles

Photo: Thousand Hills Family Farm

Donnie Gray and his wife, 
Laura, along with their two 
daughters Briley and Sadie, are  
the proud owners of Gray Fam-
ily Farm. Their farm properties 
are located in the small commu-

nities of Heiskell and Anderson-
ville, approximately 40 minutes 
northeast of Knoxville. 

“Roughly fourteen years ago, 
after selling my horses and 
hanging up my ropes and spurs 
from an approximately ten-year 
adventure with Team Roping [a 
professional rodeo event], I de-
cided to buy a few feeder calves 
to see what might happen,” says 
Donnie. “After talking to some 
folks, it didn’t take long, and I 
had them sold for beef.” 

Since then, the family farm 
business has grown into a suc-
cessful beef and pork operation, 
selling directly to customers 
across East Tennessee. They 
started processing and selling 
three beef cattle a year, but are 
now anticipating selling 60 by 
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retail groceries across the United 
States and other countries that 
depend on the American meat 
market. 

Media coverage on the issue 
sparked major controversy and 
concern among consumers. 
That’s where small local farmers 
began stepping in. 

The major shift in consumer 
demand, however, exposed an 
issue within the local meat mar-
ket: a lack of regional processers. 

In an article in the September 
2020 edition of the Ag Decision 
Maker, Lee Schulz, associate pro-
fessor and livestock economist at 

Iowa State University, explained 
how many local meat processors 
went from being a few weeks 
out to process an animal, to be-
ing several months, or even into 
2021, as a result of the backlog 

the end of 2021. They also sell 
Nigerian dwarf goats for pets 
along with local honey from a 
nearby community resident. 

As with most family farm op-
erations, however, Gray Family 
Farm experienced several 
challenges last year in the 
wake of the pandemic. 
“We wanted to accommo-
date as many families as 
possible, so we had to put 
a restriction on how much 
meat each family could buy,” 
says Donnie. “We were process-
ing only one beef and one pig 
per month, and the meat was 
sold within forty-eight hours. 
We hated having to turn people 
away and not being able to help 
them.”

The Grays were determined, 
however, to continue supplying 
customers with fresh meat in  
order to help feed as many 
people as possible. “We worked 
with our processors and now 
we are hauling off two beef 
and one pig each month for the 
sole purpose of packaged meat 
sales,” says Donnie. “We 
are also now hauling off 
three beef and one pig per 
month for custom sales.”

The coronavirus pan-
demic exposed much of 
the instability of Amer-
ica’s large-scale meat 
industry. Thousands of 
meatpacking employees across 
multiple states working at 
nearly 500 different plants had 
contracted the COVID-19 virus 
by the fall of 2020. This led 
to ongoing meat shortages in 

created by the pandemic. “The 
COVID-19 pandemic increased 
the effort to find foods outside 
of the traditional market chan-
nels,” wrote Schulz.

Allen and Kimberly Keiter are 
the owners and operators of 
4 Corners Ranch, nestled in 
the rolling hills of Grainger 
County in the rural commu-

nity of Blaine. They began 
their grass-fed longhorn beef 

operation in February 2014.  
“Our mission is to educate the 
consumer about different beef 
options, allowing folks to choose 
a lean, clean, and healthy alter-
native to commercial beef,” says 
Kimberly. 

Like Gray Family Farm,  
4 Corners Ranch experienced 
major challenges regarding the 
lack of local meat processers. 
“Lack of staffing, equipment 
malfunction, and general USDA 
policies were serious issues, as 
consumers were storming the 
doors for meat,” says Kimberly. 
“Our online sales were extraor-

dinary, but the price we 
paid behind that with 
transportation, hours of 
customer-service issues, 
and coordinating with 
overwhelmed processors 
was a stress factor we did 
not anticipate—or enjoy!” 

In spite of these issues, 
4 Corners Ranch has also 

experienced major growth and 
has big plans for the future: 
The owners hope to operate not 
merely as a local meat suppli-
er, but also a farm destination 
where people can engage in 
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Photo: 4 Corners Ranch

private events and even book 
lodging. They will also be of-
fering home delivery, “meating” 
options throughout the greater 
Knoxville area, and drop-off 
locations at participating farms 
and businesses. 

“We are seeing a surge of 
return to local sourcing on a 
consistent basis,” says Kimberly. 
“We have new clientele, we have 
forged relationships with other 
meat producers for referral, and 
we have a customer base that is 
becoming far more connected 
about their food options.”

The coronavirus pandemic 
helped to fuel the buy-local 
movement. The USDA’s Agricul-
tural Marketing Service report-
ed that beef prices alone at the 
wholesale level shot up more 
than 100 percent, while retail 
prices climbed 25 percent just 
during the spring of 2020. Local 
producers continue to reap the 
benefits of this shift in consumer 
demand.

Aside from daily farm oper-
ations, however, farmers are 
also busy managing their own 
home lives. Denise Skelton and 
her husband, Wesley, along with 
their four children, all work 
together to raise beef cattle and 
laying hens at Thousand Hills 
Family Farm in Cleveland, Ten-
nessee. For them, farming is a 
way of life: Their farm has been 
in the family for over a century, 
and they take pride in knowing 
that the work they do is directly 
helping to feed those around 
them.

“Our farm is truly a family 

farm,” says Denise. “Our chil-
dren, ages four through ten, are 
all very active in the day-to-day 
tasks. We could not do this with-
out them. We want to provide 
our family and our community 
with great-quality, nutritious 
food!” According to the USDA, 
approximately 97 percent of the 
nation’s cattle farms are fami-
ly-owned businesses, almost half 
of which have remained in the 
same family for more than 50 
years. Indeed, family farms are 
truly the backbone of America’s 
meat industry.

Chad Shields and his fami-
ly own Six Stone Jars Farm 
in Tazewell, Tennessee. Like 
the Skelton family, the Shields 
are dedicated to producing 
high-quality food for their com-
munity and preserving the land 
and its natural resources for 
future generations. “I would like 
our customers to know that we 

are a family just like theirs,” says 
Shields. “We want our children 
to eat healthy, clean food and 
we do not want the method of 
production of that food to cost 
them their future resources.”

Kimberly Keiter summarizes 
the mission of cattle farmers. 
“We call ourselves ‘Better Beef 
by Divine Design’ because we do 
not interfere with the process 
for the livestock any more than 
required to sustain them and the 
biological diet they require for 
a healthy, happy life,” she says. 
“It’s important to us because it’s 
a dying process; it’s hard, thank-
less work that literally never 
ends—yet without farming, we 
cannot eat. Without food, we 
cannot live.”
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I AM NOT 
FOR SALE
Reflections on Working With
Victims of Human Trafficking

By Olivia Janaskie

What do you think 
when you see a “For 
Sale” sign? The latest 

iPhone? An expensive designer 
handbag? I think about teenag-
ers in crisis. 

You’ve probably seen—or 
even knew—a victim (usually a 
young girl or woman) of human 
trafficking: “The unlawful act of 
transporting or coercing people 
in order to benefit from their 
work or service, typically in the 
form of forced labor or sexual 
exploitation.” The United States 
Department of State concludes 
that there are between 14,500 
to 17,500 human trafficking 
victims in America in every 
year; Tennessee statistics show 
85 percent of counties reporting 
incidences of trafficking in their 
area, and almost 200 cases were 
reported in 2019. East Ten-
nessee is also known as a “hot 
spot,” because of the I-40/I-75 
corridor leading to bigger cities, 
such as Atlanta and Nashville, 
where the human trafficking 
black market is even more insid-
ious.  

In 2019, I worked as a res-

Personal Essay

idential counselor at Katie 
Miller Adolescent Residential 
Mental Health Facility through 
the Helen Ross McNabb Cen-
ter. I worked with teenage girls 
who were in state custody, had 
experienced abuse and neglect, 
and had substance abuse issues. 
I assisted the girls with everyday 
tasks, including keeping them 
on a schedule, doing chores, 
and engaging in therapy work, 
in addition to trying to build 
mentoring relationships with 
them. I’d done work like this 
before, and even received my 
bachelor’s degree in social work, 
so I thought this job would be a 
piece of cake. Little did I know I 
would meet Alison*.

I met Alison during her third 
stint at Katie Miller. When 
the Department of Children’s 
Services dropped her off, she 
seemed fairly normal. My 
co-workers said she had been 
living on the streets, but she 
was wearing what looked like 
clean clothes, had on makeup, 
and even had her nails done. 
She was quiet and respectful 
toward me. I offered her food 

and a shower, and she accepted. 
I had heard stories about Alison 
from her previous stays at Katie 
Miller, but I gave her the benefit 
of the doubt. I had already been 
working in mental health for 
three years; how bad 
could one girl be?

After a few days, 
I noticed Alison was 
one of the worst-be-
haved teenagers I had 
ever experienced in the 
mental health field. I’d 

[*Names have been changed to protect privacy.]
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met and worked with kids who 
had cursed me, bruised me, and 
even scratched me until I bled—
but they usually came around 
when they realized what they 
had done wrong and apologized 
to me. Alison was unapologetic, 
obnoxious, and unbelievably 
defiant. She was also sexual-
ly inappropriate: She would 
suggestively dance, lift up her 
clothes, and describe her sex 
life in detail. She would yell and 
scream over the smallest incon-
veniences, such as having to be 
in her bedroom or losing her 
disciplinary points for the day. 
These behaviors even triggered 
the other girls, and the staff 
dreaded every shift with her. 
Katie Miller even had to take 
special safety precautions, such 
as installing a security alarm on 
all the doors since Alison had a 
problem with running away, and 
most of the staff’s attention was 
always on her.

I was often exhausted from 
listening to and dealing with 
Alison—but something else was 
bothering me. I couldn’t quite 
figure out why I was so upset, 
but I finally put all of the piec-
es together the more I learned 
about Alison’s story: She had 
been a victim of human traffick-
ing. When Alison was just 16 
years old, she had been picked 
up by a pimp named Meechi, 
who would buy Alison whatever 
she wanted, take her to have her 
nails and hair done, and pamper 
her—as long as he got what he 
wanted.

Meechi sold Alison to men 
of all ages for her to perform 
whatever sexual act they want-

ed, and Alison received no profit 
at all. When she would refuse or 
try to stand up for herself, Mee-
chi would beat her, rape her, and 
tell her she was worth nothing. 
Alison became so dependent on 
Meechi just to survive that she 
would do whatever he asked, 
and even started to believe that 
their “relationship” was com-
pletely normal. 

I am not a victim of human 
trafficking, but I saw so much 
of myself in Alison, and she 
reminded me of myself when I 
was a teenager. She came from a 
good family, was well educated, 
had various talents—but some-
thing still wasn’t right. Alison 
just wanted to be loved in a 
romantic sense—but early-child-
hood sexual abuse had twisted 
her methods. Alison tried and 
tried to make a man love her, 
even if it meant disrespecting 
herself. 

I had also always dreamed 
of finding “true love” as a 
teenager. I had a few relation-
ships in my earlier years, but 
nothing serious. As I got older, 
I craved companionship even 
more so I could live “happi-
ly ever after.” I then began 
drinking fairly often in my 
undergraduate years, and al-
cohol gave me the confidence 
to talk to and flirt with men, 
and I was even physical 
with them. I let men take 
advantage of me because 
I thought it would make 
them like me more 
and I would feel that 
sense of companion-
ship I desired. 

I let men talk 

down to me, emotionally ma-
nipulate and lie to me, and talk 
me into doing things I did not 
necessarily want to do. I even 
had a guy who was on my “back 
burner” during my time at Katie 
Miller; he would lie and tell me 
he and his current girlfriend 
were broken up, and sneak me 
into his apartment in the mid-
dle of the night. I wanted so 
badly to be liked by him that 
I did whatever he asked, but I 
still had to be out of the apart-
ment at the crack of dawn so his 
roommates didn’t see me. I felt 
horrible about myself and I had 
no sense of self-worth. I felt I 
was giving so much to men who 
didn’t care about me at all—
which is how I imagine Alison 
felt about Meechi. How could I 
go into work every day and tell 
these girls that they are worth so 
much more than what they had 
been through when I didn’t even 
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believe it about myself?
I became a walking zombie 

once I realized what was hap-
pening. I never wanted to go 
into work, as I was emotionally 
exhausted from dealing with 
Alison. I was also exhausted 
from all of these emotions I was 
internalizing, especially because 
I didn’t know how to handle 
them. I distanced myself from 
my loved ones. I still continued 
to drink and would oversleep 
the next day. I tried all the cliché 
“self-care” techniques: bubble 
baths, facial masks—but nothing 
worked. My co-workers suggest-
ed I talk to a supervisor, and 
she explained the term “trans-
ference,” or that I saw myself in 
Alison, and I was overwhelmed 
with the recognition and heavy 
level of empathy. My supervisor 
said that what I was experienc-
ing wasn’t uncommon, but she 
emphasized that I was not the 
same as Alison. She told me I 
should try to leave my work 
at the center—but I knew that 
wasn’t going to be enough.  

I’ll never forget the day Alison 
made one final escape from Ka-
tie Miller. I had taken a group of 
girls outside to a nearby swing 
set. Alison had finally earned the 
privilege of going outside and 
was eager to get out. After a nice 
time, we gathered together to 
walk back in. I turned my back 
to walk forward, and after a few 
steps, I looked back—and Alison 
was gone. I notified the on-call 
staff and the police, but she was 
never found. 

I interpreted this event as a 
final sign for me to leave Ka-

tie Miller. I loved the program 
and the girls, but I’d become 
so numb and unaware of my 
emotions after working with 
Alison. I could barely even 
stand to look at myself in the 
mirror—and I knew I needed 
to move on. I finally decided to 
completely change my career. I 
could no longer stand the bitter, 
numb person I had become after 
dealing every day with so many 
teenagers, their parents, and 
their problems.   

I have completely turned 
myself around. I am working 
toward a master’s in journalism. 
I am now one of the strongest, 
most resilient women I know. I 
know what I deserve and am not 
afraid to make others work for 
it, and I don’t let anyone take 
advantage of me. Most impor-
tantly, I am comfortable with 
being alone.

I recently saw an old co-work-
er from Katie Miller at Target, 
and we immediately began 
chatting. She said Alison was 
alive, but she had aged out of 
the Children’s Services system. 
She also said Alison had a job, 
but nothing about her other than 
that. Though it was a bittersweet 
feeling, I am finally at peace 
with my experience and my 
decision to leave the world of 
mental health. If it hadn’t been 
for Alison, I wouldn’t have been 
able to uncover the demons I 
had buried so deeply inside. I 
will probably never see Alison 
again, but I pray for her peace. 

 

If you or someone you 
know has been a victim of 
human trafficking, please 
call the Human Trafficking 

Hotline at 
888-373-7888. 

If you know of a child 
who is missing, call the 

Missing Persons 
Hotline at 

800-843-5678.
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The suicidal thoughts of an American college studentThe suicidal thoughts of an American college student

C RO S S I NG THE B R I DGE

Personal Essay

By Kayli Martin

Illustrations by Ashley Depew

In between the Student Union and the bottom of The Hill, a metal bridge with the University of 
Tennessee’s shining logo overlooks the road of passing cars and students below. Each step clings 
and clangs; the noise reverbs and vibrations bounce through my body as I walk across. When I was 

staring over the edge one frigid winter morning, the echoes of students passing by kept me from taking 
my life. There is almost always someone walking across that bridge—which means there was always 
someone to grab me. I wanted to die alone. The clangs reminded me that I never was. 

Many others know the feeling of finding no joy in life (suicide is the 10th-leading cause of death 
in the United States, according to the Centers for Disease Control). I’m not unique in struggling with 
depression and suicide—but I am still here.

What is depression? How most define depression: Imagine overwhelming feelings of sadness, loss, 
or anger. A lack of interest in normal activities. A dark shadow or cloud hovering and sucking the life 
out of you.
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For me, there is no malicious 
specter preying on my mind. 
No dog growling in the corner. 
Instead, there is the numbness 
in my hands on a snow-covered 
morning. There is forgetting 
what day it is for five months 
straight. There is nothing but 
me, my mind, and my existence. 
I see only me.

I first began to experience 
depression during my senior 
year of high school. I would 
suddenly want to leave in the 
middle of vibrant conversations 
with my friends. Things we 
would spend hours debat-
ing seemed too much to 
do. I stopped speaking. 
In my favorite classes, I 
stopped working. I fig-
ured out which assign-
ments I could not do 
and still pass. I wanted 
to be alone.

My saving grace was 
my role as an editor of 
a yearbook that had strict 
publication deadlines. I could 
not zone out. We lost money if I 
missed a deadline, and I would 
get yelled at. Nothing motivates 
me more than fear. I had to 
graduate, and I did—but that is 
when the real cold began.

Fall semester of my freshman 
year at college is dim to memo-
ry, but the spring semester made 
its own mark in my mind. UT 
has many bridges, and I walked 
over two nearly every day that 
semester: the brown one over 
Cumberland and the shiny 
metallic clanging one. I would 
think softly, as cars rushed by, 
the fall won’t kill me but maybe 

one of the trucks will finish the 
job. I need to time my jump as the 
cars speed by. I have to be quick. I 
didn’t want to linger. What if the 
truck didn’t hit me? 

My sister went to UT before 
me. While driving together one 
day, down Cumberland past the 
brown bridge, I saw another 
one. Taller. Shinier. My sister 
casually mentioned someone 
jumped there a few years before.  

“Tragic,” she said. I never 
forgot our drive. 

I didn’t want to die—not real-
ly. Death is often kind. I wanted 
to fade away. To simply not exist 
anymore. To lie down in the 
grass and become nothing but 
flowers. I didn’t want to feel any 
more pain.

I often hear people bring up 
“faith” when discussing depres-
sion and suicide. “Keep going,” 
they will say. “There is a plan.” 
I don’t know how religious this 
makes me, but, if anything, faith 

brought me closer to the edge. If 
paradise is on the other side, why 
am I still here debating? If it’s 
planned, then surely I wouldn’t 
be damned. 

My own body seemed distant 
and far. I wouldn’t eat. Some-
times I would blink and find the 
first meal I had was dinner—
and even then the food might 
sit untouched for hours. Eating 
was an afterthought: too much 
effort. I stayed up at night until 
dawn stretched her fingers. 
School made me get up, but I 
would go for 10 hours or longer 

if I could sleep. 
The only thing that kept 

me from tipping myself 
over was my mother. I 
am fortunate we are so 
close. She has worked 
her whole life caring for 
other people, mainly 
older and elderly, and 

would often cry alone in 
her room if one of them 

passed. I knew if I died, I 
would kill her too. My siblings, 

friends, and other family would 
be haunted but move on—but 
I knew my mom wouldn’t, and, 
like an oracle seeing the future, 
her face is what would pull me 
back. I would keep walking on 
the bridge, the clang clang clang 
echoing past the cars. 

I know this isn’t an easy 
subject: uncomfortable to some, 
too personal to others, and 
taboo for most. I don’t remem-
ber much from my sophomore 
year—Lady Memory is fickle in 
temperament—but I do recall a 
sense of bitterness creeping in. 
As the leaves fell, so did the cold 
rise. I either knew no feeling at 
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If you, or anyone you know, is experiencing depression or suicidal thoughts, please seek 
help right away. The National Suicide Prevention line is confidential at  800-273-8255. 
The Mental Health Association of East Tennessee has programs and resources to help 
during this time as well on their website: mhaet.com. For my fellow rainbow pals: the 
TrevorLifeline is  866-488-7386.

all or a rage rooted in a deeply 
personal hatred that comes only 
from embarrassment and a per-
fectionist’s reaction to failure. 
My ideas on how to end myself 
became more violent—actions 
I never would go through with 
but thought all the same. I was 
overwhelmed with an ivy from 
within, which was eager to 
choke all other blooms while 
still growing from the 
same soil. Junior and 
senior years were better, 
as my creative writing 
classes brought me joy 
and an outlet to ground 
me. Fiction might be a 
funky way to cope with 
the lies a mind tells 
itself, but life is easier to 
filter through when bro-
ken down into charac-
ters who resemble you.

The thought to end it 
all never really leaves 
me, and I am always 
prepared for the next time I 
am alone and anxious. Suicidal 
thoughts make themselves com-
fortable in the back of the mind. 
The words “you could just kill 
yourself” become a soft-echo-
ing mantra as much as a plan. 
Things are better now, but the 

plan never goes away. I still 
drive past the Tennessee River 
by campus—and the thought 
of swerving into the water just 
kisses my mind. 

Things are better for me today. 
Sometimes I still hollow out in 
the middle of conversations, 
but my schedule keeps me busy 
enough. I’ve learned to em-
brace short-term goals. I don’t 

worry about eating a whole 
meal; that can be daunting. I 
eat small snacks throughout the 
day, preferably high in protein. 
I don’t worry about cleaning my 
whole room—but I do remove 
the water bottles. I know it’s not 
good for my hair, but I try to 

shower every day. I know that 
taking care of my physical body 
first helps me to deal with my 
emotions.  

I’ll be frank: These thoughts 
suck. I know my future is uncer-
tain, but I choose to be optimis-
tic to spite not only the world 
but myself. I haven’t walked 
across the bridge since before 
Covid. The metal clangs are 

alien sounds now. If I ever 
feel their echo again, to 
peer over the side at the 
cars below, I’ll embrace my 
achievement. 
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I am an Asian-American woman and student. 
I’ve lived in Knoxville for my entire life—but 
lately I feel like I’ve been living in a different 

world. What happened?
I’ve never felt worried, until recently, about 

my safety and well-being in Knoxville. The Asian 
community seems to get almost a “hall pass” on 
systemic racism as opposed to the African-Amer-
ican and Hispanic communities, but I have had 
slurs slung at me: I’ve been called “Chink” and 
I’ve been compared to almost any and every re-
ality TV show/movie character of Asian descent. 
I work as a server, and I’ve had customers tell 
me that I should have applied for the lead role 
in Miss Saigon (referencing a Broadway musical 
about the tragedy of a Vietnamese woman who is 
a prostitute, who then falls in love with an Amer-
ican serviceman, who then abandons her), and 
call me Mulan. Friends have called me “Christina 
Yang” (the character played by Sandra Oh on 
Grey’s Anatomy). I once walked into a party and 

Personal Essay

heard, “It’s Lucy Liu!” One common theme? None 
of these names or characters are Korean. I am a 
Korean-American. 

March 16, 2021: Four people are killed at 
Young’s Asian Massage in Acworth, Georgia. 
Within an hour, four more people are killed at 
the nearby Gold Spa. Six of the victims are Asian 
women. The gunman said that he thought he had 
a “sex addiction” and that he saw the spas as “a 
temptation … that he wanted to eliminate.”

This was not unexpected information to many 
Asian women in the United States. Shaila De-
wan wrote in the New York Times: “For them 
[Asian-American women], racism often takes the 
form of unwanted sexual come-ons, and sexual 
harassment is overtly racist.” I had thought my 
experiences were benign, but I was infuriated 
because I realized I had lived in ignorance, and 
that racist comments sexualizing my Asian 
descent could turn violent—or even deadly. 
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Comments sexualizing my body and quiet 
demeanor, which fed into the “all Asian women 
are petite and submissive” trope, was no longer 
just a nasty phrase I would hear; I now 
understood this to be real harassment. My
almond eyes are not for people to mock by 
pulling back their eyes to try to imitate me. Men 
walking by my Korean friend at the bar and 
calling her “a little red dragon” is not a harmless 
comment. In all of my relationships, I have always 
had to consider: Does he or she like me for who 
I am? Or do they just have an Asian fetish? After 
talking to other Asian-American friends, I know I 
am not alone. What has changed is that before 
the tragedy in Atlanta, the microaggressions I 
encountered felt frustrating but more or less 
harmless. Now it all feels threatening. 

My mother is a strong Korean woman who has 
worked in the food industry. She is comforted and 
reminded of home by watching Korean television 
and cooking Korean food. My family drives to 
Atlanta many times each year to shop at Korean 
grocery stores, eat at Korean restaurants, and visit 
other Korean businesses. The back of our car has 
two large coolers that my mother fills to the brim 
with Korean groceries we can’t find in Knoxville; 
we then pack our treasures into our second freez-
er at home—designated for Korean goods only. 
I’ve always loved our trips to Atlanta, but now I 
am nervous about the trip. Atlanta feels unsafe—
and I feel that we have been robbed of our “home 
away from home.” 

I now spend hours searching online to learn 
more about hate crimes against Asian-Americans 
in the United States—and how all of this might 
affect me in Knoxville. I’ve learned, for example, 
that anti-Asian hate crimes rose by nearly  
150 percent in 2020 (according to an analysis 
released by the Center for the Study of Hate 
and Extremism at California State University). 

Why has this happened? I blame the careless rhet-
oric of former President Trump. The use of the 
term “China Virus” or “Wuhan Virus,” 
referring to the coronavirus pandemic, led to a 
shift in the perception of the Asian community 
worldwide. Rucker Johnson, a policy professor at 
the University of California, Berkeley, wrote:  
“Research suggests that when people see 
Asian-Americans as being more ‘foreign,’ they are 
more likely to express hostility toward them and 
engage in acts of violence and discrimination.”

I will no longer allow myself to be the victim of 
microaggressions. I now live in a society where 
Asian-Americans are targeted. I will no longer sit 
idle and uncomfortably smile when people ad-
dress me in a language that they assume I know. 
I stand in complete unwavering solidarity with 
the Black, Hispanic, and Southeast Asian 
communities, even though there are unspoken 
tensions among the groups. I believe that in order 
to stand up against persecution and violence 
toward the Asian community, I must work to help 
to create a better and more universal support 
system. Minorities can no longer feel unsafe.  
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Three Perspectives, 
Two Communities, 

One Goal
The Knoxville Deaf community: small, diverse, and thriving

By Allie Justis

ASL FOR COMMUNiTY

Many Knoxvillians may be surprised to 
know that the Tennessee Deaf communi-
ty has been thriving here for over  

177 years, since the establishment of the  
Tennessee School for the Deaf in 1844. For Deaf 
individuals—48 million people in the United 
States—Knoxville has been a central point for 
nurturing a diverse community and culture that is 
always trying to educate and inform the hearing 
community. 

Elizabeth Flores is a senior at UT and an active 
member of the Knoxville Deaf community. Flores 
is pursuing her undergrad degree in Deaf Studies 
with a collateral in audiology, and plans to attend 
grad school for audiology to expand her skills in 
order to serve the Deaf community. “I got started 
with this because I’m part of the Deaf communi-
ty,” says Flores. “I’m Deaf and hard of hearing, 
and I’ve been going to an audiologist since I was 
nine years old. I know there is a serious rift be-
tween the hearing and Deaf communities—in part 
due to lack of education.” 

Profiles

Flores was born into the Deaf community but is 
hearing-passing thanks to hearing aids, so she 
considers herself a part of both the hearing and 
Deaf communities. “There is a lack of education 
and resources,” says Flores. “Nearly 50 percent 
of Deaf people can’t read above a fourth-grade 
level because they don’t have Deaf parents to help 
teach them in a language modality that they’re 
used to or need. That’s because reading education 
is taught to hearing kids for hearing kids. In addi-
tion, hearing people have never been taught the 
etiquette of how to interact with Deaf people, and 
so they freeze up or get angry. It’s dehumanizing 
the way that some hearing people talk down to 
Deaf people, which is why fostering understand-
ing is so important to me.”

Flores wants to correct misconceptions and fos-
ter better understanding. “I want people to know 
that Deaf people aren’t helpless,” says Flores. 
“Deaf people have been around hearing people 
from the moment they were born. We’re fully ca-
pable of having jobs and fulfilling lives.”
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More than 90 percent of Deaf children are born 
to hearing parents, but Calvin Farley, who is fully 
Deaf from birth, says that he was fortunate that 
he grew up in an entirely Deaf household. Farley 
has been active in the Deaf community for many 
years, and now, as a lecturer of Deaf Studies at 
UT, he encourages his students to take part in 
Deaf events all across Knoxville.

“The Deaf community is quite collectivistic,” 
says Farley. “My parents always took me to clubs, 
the Tennessee School for the Deaf sports events, 
and so on. I grew up hanging out with Deaf peo-
ple, and many Deaf elders recognized me because 
I was a young boy that was always around.”   
Farley is pleased that society is providing more 
accommodations for the Deaf community, particu-
larly through technology. Growing up, Farley says 
he was able to enjoy cartoons like Tom and Jerry 
thanks to closed captioning; today, as an adult, he 
is always using apps and online communication. 
Farley wishes, however, more hearing people un-
derstood his community.

“A common misconception is that many hearing 
people believe Deaf people wish to also be hear-
ing, but many of us are really happy with what 
we are and what we have,” he says.

At UT, Flores and Farley empower others to 
understand and interact with the Deaf commu-
nity, not as an act of charity, but instead because 
they want students to see and learn about vibrant 
Deaf culture. “My goal is that our ASL [American 
Sign Language] program makes an impact on stu-
dents,” says Farley. “I want to make a difference 
and help students learn ASL.”  

Savannah Faulman is a junior educational in-
terpreting major who wants to become a disabil-
ity lawyer for the Deaf community. Though she 

is a completely hearing person, Faulman is pas-
sionate about becoming an advocate for the Deaf 
community, and has been active in special edu-
cation and Deaf education since she was in high 
school. Her focus on Deaf legal advocacy became 
clear as soon as she started in the UT Deaf Studies 
program.

“I’ve always wanted to be a lawyer,” says Faul-
man. “As I got more involved with the Deaf com-
munity, I started learning more about the culture, 
and how they don’t really need help—they just 
need allies. For example, people think being Deaf 
is a medical condition; it’s just a way of life. Many 
people don’t realize that ASL is its own language.” 
As a lawyer, Faulman hopes to battle important 
issues facing the Deaf community such as ableism, 
workplace discrimination, and a lack of visibility. 
“You don’t need to have ill intentions in order to 
be oppressive,” says Faulman. “You can still be 
oppressive when you’re referring to someone in 
a demeaning way. You can be oppressive and not 
even realize it. We all need to be conscious of 
unintentional microaggressions and subconscious 
ableism. That’s a great first step to being a better 
ally.” 

“She continues: “I want to be an advocate to 
make sure that the law is followed and that ev-
eryone gets an equal chance in life. I also want 
to stress that I’m not here to speak for the Deaf 
community. I’m here to uplift their voices so that 
they can have the ability to speak.”

Interested in learning more about Knoxville’s 
Deaf community? Check out the Resources available 
at The Knoxville Center of the Deaf (kcdtn.org). 

Another valuable resource is the Library  
Services for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
(tndeaflibrary.nashville.gov), which offers webinar 
series as well as in-person events throughout the 
summer across the state. 
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Personal Essay

By Ashley Depew

How I controlled substance abuse and redefined my life

  IGH-WASTED
PLANS

I got high for the first time 
when I was 15. A lot of peo-
ple don’t actually get high 

the first time they smoke, so let 
me rephrase: I smoked pot for 
the first time when I was 15. My 
memory is fuzzy, but I remember 
sitting on a raised portion of a 
church parking lot—the edge of 
a sidewalk? A concrete bar at the 
end of a parking spot? —with a 
friend and her stepbrother. Their 
routine was to ride on bikes 
from the house a couple blocks 
down the road, sit in the parking 
lot, took a few hits off a bowl, 
go home, and enjoy life a little 
more. 

Smoking pot, drinking a few 
beers, snorting a line of finely 
crushed powder all have the 
power to turn a boring night at 
the house into an escape from 
mundanity. It’s wonderful, but 
easily turns toxic.

When I was 15, drugs helped 
me navigate through awkward 
adolescent moments with the 
“cool kids” I hardly knew. We 
drank in the back seats of cars, 
parachuted powder on the way 
to football games, and smoked 
pot in the park before my bas-
ketball practice or after classes. 
I’m generally not on time for 
anything; as Gandalf said: “A 
Wizard is never late … nor is he 
early. He arrives precisely when 
he means to.” Although some 
mornings during high school, my 
car was speeding down Stateline 
Drive about 30 minutes earli-
er than usual in the disguise of 
breakfast with my friends. In-
stead, we met at the park behind 
the baseball fields and by the 
river to get high beside weeds 
and rushing water. It wasn’t com-
pletely a lie. We were getting our 
morning nutrients from a bowl.

I wouldn’t say I was popular, 
but everyone knew my name. 
I was athletic, creative, made 
good grades, walked in home-
coming court three out of the 
four years, and went to church 
with my parents every Sunday. 
They were always proud, and 
that hasn’t changed—even when 
I let my newfound pastime falter 
into an unhealthy habit. 

The deeper I immersed my-
self into the life of getting high, 
the more uncomfortable the 
pews became at church, and the 
more I saw the same streets, 
buildings, and people in a cyn-
ical light. I couldn’t figure out 
what life was all about.

A few months before I 
smoked pot for the first time, 
I started drinking every Friday 
and Saturday, which was the 
true beginning of my descent 
from Southern morality to 
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Illustration by Ashley Depew
substance abuse. At my friend’s 
house, she, I, and a couple of 
others would binge drink and 
make fools of ourselves. Sunday 
morning, I would rush to get 
ready and run out to my parents’ 
car picking me up for our week-
ly church service.

I remember the first time I got 
drunk. I didn’t properly sleep for 
weeks afterward. When I closed 
my eyes to try, I thought about 
how I sat on an older boy’s lap 
and rubbed my fingers through 
his curly golden hair. “I love 
your curls,” I said. 

That same downstairs room 
where we drank is where I got 
high for the first time. I talked 
my friend into smoking with 
me. We had the thickest, firmest 
blunt I have ever held between 
my fingers—or was it that I’d 
never held one before? We each 
took about five hits off the roll 
an experienced stoner let two 
newbies try.

For the next what-I-can-imag-
ine-to-be hours, I sat on the 
floor with my back against a 
support beam. My abs were sore 
for two days from laughing. My 
best friend thought she had died 
and kept asking for help to find 
her body. I didn’t help; I stayed 
on the floor and laughed until 
I thought I had peed myself, 
would check, and then contin-
ued to laugh when I knew my 
legs were dry. 

My friend only smoked weed 
a few more times when I man-
aged to convince her the high 
would be more fun. It was 
never better for her, or for me, 
although I started smoking pot 
all the time. Then I took Xa-
nax bars, acid, molly, cocaine, 
or almost anything else if it 
was around. I continued play-
ing basketball fulltime, made 
good grades, and maintained 
a positive relationship with my 
parents. Sometimes on the way 

home while I aired blunt smoke 
out of the car they bought me, 
or in our house while I quietly 
walked through the den, the 
kitchen, and up the stairs to 
my room high on something, I 
would feel guilty for betraying 
their image of me—but I didn’t 
stop getting high. Changing for 
someone else isn’t enough. I 
needed to want to change for 
myself. During those moments, 
I was living my life the way I 
wanted. 

I kept the façade going for 
years—through high school and 
most of college. Usage peaked 
in high school, and I told myself 
after graduation I was better 
because I wasn’t using as much. 
High Ashley was Cool Ashley, 
Fun Ashley, a Better Ashley. 
Someone close to me once said, 
“I only have one lifetime, and 
I’m not going to stop doing the 
things that make me feel like 
that.” I understood—but by my 



senior year in college, I was 
starting to disagree. 

One random Saturday last 
August, I came home after work 
and did a couple bumps of ket-
amine, got stuck to the couch, 
went bowling, got drunk, and 
then did two to three times the 
amount of MDMA a girl my size 
should. After impatiently wait-
ing for a capsule to kick in, I de-
cided to snort a little to kickstart 
the high. In memory, moments 
don’t exist between snorting 
that line, convulsing in the bath-
room floor, and intermittently 
vomiting into the toilet. Fear 
cleared all other thoughts from 
my head. My friend’s small, soft, 
and delicate hand, between 
my own, shaking and scared, 
was firm and steady. I don’t 
remember how long—was it 30 
minutes, an hour?—before I re-
gained enough control to stand 
up from my bathroom floor. 

I chewed my upper lip to the 
size of a peanut, had small con-
vulsions throughout the night, 
and couldn’t conduct a conver-
sation because simple sentences 
were too complex. 

One phrase kept circulating 
in my mind:

Drug addict. Drug addict. 
Drug addict. 

The sky changed from a dark 
to cottoned blue, but the night 
never ended. I didn’t sleep and 
left for work the next afternoon 
still slightly high. During that 
shift, I rethought my life and 
decided it was the end of my 
drug road. I never wanted to get 
high again.

My promise to myself       

lasted less than a week. By the 
weekend, I drank lemon juice 
sweetened with psilocybin—the 
psychedelic compound in mush-
rooms. According to the dealer, 
the citric acid would make the 
trip shorter and stronger. In less 
than 30 minutes, I was sitting 
outside in order to avoid the 
rowdy crowd that had gathered 
inside the house. I felt out of 
touch with the environment and 
people around me, even as the 
person I love laid his head in 
my lap. Too many possibilities 
for combinations of letters and 
words floated around in my 
head. As the crowd was rolling 
out of the house, the drug dealer 
turned around with a slight 
smile and said something along 
the lines of “Enjoy your trippy 
thoughts, my little freaks.”

By the time I was able to 
stand up from the porch, walk 
inside, and lie down on the 
couch, negative thoughts were 
rolling away the confused alpha-
bet in my head. I didn’t know 
what was the wool of a blanket 
and what was my hair. I couldn’t 
manage a laugh as Disney car-
toons played on the TV in front 
of me. I could hardly manage 
smiles, and when I did, they 
were forced reflections of the 
two people around me.

I was in my early twenties 
and afraid to admit I was on my 
way to becoming a drug addict. 
The phrase stung. I felt pres-
sure in my chest and prickles on 
the skin on my arms. Avoiding 
addiction meant I had to ac-
knowledge without fear, embar-
rassment, or dishonesty that I 
was walking a thin line between 

abusing—and becoming depen-
dent on—substances.

I don’t remember if the next 
morning was sunny—but the 
light shining into my bedroom 
windows was brighter than 
usual. I saw with clarity that I 
wanted more to my life than 
wasted highs. Starting last fall, I 
dug into studying creative jour-
nalism, and my first year clean 
included many successes: I was 
presented a Professional Prom-
ise Award, nominated to join a 
team of top journalism students 
from around the country for a 
national multimedia project, 
and published a few times in the 
centerpiece of Blount County’s 
newspaper—not to mention my 
creative contributions to SCOOP 
2021. Instead of spending my 
spare time re-wrapping cigaril-
los, twisting thin pieces of toilet 
paper, or rolling up American 
money, I’m growing as a young 
professional.

If I could go back in time, I 
wouldn’t have spent weekends 
in high school driving under the 
influence of God knows what, 
with people I’d never talk to 
again, doing things that I don’t 
remember. I would have sat in 
the soft light of my parents’ den 
and drawn, written, or read. 
I know, though, that life isn’t 
about going back in time. Life is 
about accepting the choices  
I made in the past, being proud 
of what I’ve accomplished, and 
winning the everyday battle  
I fight with my own worst  
enemy—my substance-seeking 
self. 
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Mental Health 101
The Surprise Subject for Students in 2021

By Miriam Koeshall

Advice

What best characterizes the 2020-21 
school year? Canceled plans. Socially 
distanced classes (“Zoom University”). 

Teachers offering more extra credit and adapting 
plans to keep students on track.

Students in 2021 are just as worried about 
passing their classes as they are about dealing 
with a panic attack induced by the pressures of 
online learning. Every week is now Mental Health 
Awareness Week. 

The unexpected changes in the lives of college 
students due to the pandemic make even normal 
everyday issues that much more difficult to nav-
igate for the average young adult. According to 
a recent study by the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, 40.9 percent of surveyed young 
adults said they experienced one or more adverse 
mental side effects related to the pandemic;  
1.5 billion students across the world were affected 
by COVID-19 and rates of student psychological 
distress were as high as 90 percent. 

Notwithstanding major or background, every 
college student has had to persevere—and discov-
er ways to adjust to the “new normal.”

Proactively caring for one’s mental health has 
been the subject of countless news stories, Insta-
gram graphics, and podcast shows. What have  
we learned? 

We are resilient.

Students at the University of Tennessee have 
had to embark on a crazy journey of finding 
ways to cope with their mental health during this 
past school year—that no dean, professor, or ad-
viser could teach. “I started to feel lonely and run 
out of things to do,” said an anonymous student 
in an online survey open to the school. This feel-
ing of isolation was widespread; another student 
started feeling very depressed and lonely during 
quarantine and began slipping back into a relapse 
of over-exercising and negative body image. Many 
students confessed that the pandemic led to some 
of the deepest, loneliest, and hardest times in 
their life. What did students do? 

“I started going outside a lot more and taking 
time for myself, by myself,” said Abby Williams, 
a UT sophomore. A majority of respondents said 
that being proactive about their mental well-being 
was never serious to them before the pandemic; 
only 33 percent said they “sometimes” practiced 
mental coping mechanisms before COVID-19. 

“I never really took mental health seriously 
before the pandemic, but now I consider it very 
important as I saw how the pandemic affected my 
mental health and how having time to dedicate 
to mental health is greatly beneficial,” said one 
anonymous respondent.
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1 . Reach Out to Friends 

2. Meditate

3. Journal

4. Invest in Relationships That Make 

   You Happy

5. Say Daily Affirmations

6. Eat Healthy

7. Color

8. Learn a New Hobby

9. Get Some Sunshine!

10. Listen to Music

11. Chill Out with Netflix!

12. Practice Yoga

13. Sit with Family at Dinner 

    (Just Do Little Things)

14. Cut Out Toxic People Who 

    Aren’t True Friends

15. Take it One Day at a Time

16. Talk to People About Your 

     Mental Health. 

17. Seek Out Your Religion and Pray

18. Go to Therapy!!

19. Don’t Be Afraid to Admit to Yourself 

     or Others That You’re Struggling

20. Ask Yourself “Will I Be Thinking 

     about This in 10 Years?”

21. Surround Yourself with People Who Lift You Up 

Don’t be afraid to use resources available at the University:  
Student Health Center: Counseling Center, University of Tennessee 

Student Health Building, Second Floor 1800 Volunteer Blvd. Knoxville, TN 37996-4250 
Phone: 865-974-2196, counselingcenter@utk.edu, UTK 24-Hour Helpline: 865-974-4357 
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What did students do? “Exercise,” “went outside,” and “connected with friends” were top on  
the list. In a seven-question Google Survey sent to UT students across multiple social media platforms,  

individuals wrote in about their journeys with mental health during the past year. When asked  
about recommendations for others who are struggling, the responses came pouring in. 

Vols help Vols—so here is advice and counsel from students who’ve weathered the  
Great Pandemic of 2020-21:

“It’s okay to tell people how you’re really feeling when they ask, ‘How are you?’ Confiding in people you 
trust to get help should never be looked at as if you’re bothering them or being a burden, even if it feels 
that way sometimes. No one has it all figured out and everyone is going through something. You’re not 

alone in your struggles.” —a UT student
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